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Winding the watch
Winding the movement by turning the crown clockwise. Normally, about 30 
crown rotations are sufficient. When worn daily, the automatic of the watch (under 
normal conditions) provides for the further winding up. The power reserve allows you 
to store the watch overnight without winding it.

Set the time 
Pull the crown to the end position. The movement is stopped (stop seconds). This 
helps you to set the watch to the exactly second. We recommend that you turn 
the hand further than desired minute index and set it on the way back. The movement 
will start again as soon as you push the crown back. Only a correctly pushed crown 
ensures the specified water resistance.

Please note
The case is made of solid bronze, which means that over time it will change the color 
and get a patina. Body heat, perspiration, air humidity and other climatic influences 
cause an oxidation of the surface. 

This change in color represents an individual note and thus makes each watch unique!



Settings for the watch winder 
Rotations per day: 960 
Direction of rotation: right and/or left

Technical Data

Limited to 70 pieces 

Case 

Hands
Crystals

Strap

Dial  
Jewels
Water resistance
Movement 
Power reserve 

 Bronze with a polished bezel and a grounded middle 
section, titanium back polished 
Ø 41 mm, height: 11 mm
Domed and polished
Front: domed anti-reflective sapphire crystal 
Back: sapphire crystal
Hand-sewn remborded leather strap with a white 
contrast stitching, screwed strap pins, polished 
bronze buckle with Sattler-Emblem 
Galvanized, blue and numbered  
26
Up to 50 m
STP 1-11, self-winding, (Ø 25,6 mm, 28.800 A/h)  
44 hours
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